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BEANFIELD TRADER TURRET

One device,  
effortless  
communication 

Beanfield provides traders with a purpose-built, mobile 
trading turret and smart phone in one device. The Beanfield 
Trader Turret combines the functionality of traditional 
turret systems, the ease of use of desktop phones, and the 
latest touch screen technologies into one streamlined,  
cost-effective package. 

Work from anywhere with full mobility and connect from 
anywhere over the internet. With the Beanfield Trader 
Turret’s unique size and design, it is the only turret that 
you can fold, take on the road and plug & play over the 
internet. The entire system measures at 9”h x 6”w and 
weighs less than 5lbs.  

The Command Module configuration offers 1 or 2 handsets, 
a speaker, 16 speaker channels, and 96 programmable 
physical/touch-screen keys for private lines, broker lines, 
speed dials, conferencing and intercom. Platform features 
include barge-in, overflow call coverage, call history per 
line and regulator-compliant call recording. 

These features can be extended across 1 or 2 additional 
Key Modules for a total of 960 programmable touch-screen 
and hard-key functions.  

Overview



Beanfield is a telecommunications company unlike the rest. We recognize the importance of connecting communities and the people within them, and 

we do this without sacrificing outstanding customer support and superior services. At Beanfield, it’s about building communities, not just networks.

Founded in 1988, Beanfield builds, owns and operates the largest independent fibre-optic network in Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver.  

We connect over 3300 commercial and residential buildings. All of our construction, installation, and customer experience teams are in-house,  

giving you the most efficient and streamlined experience possible, because we believe that’s How it should be.
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For more information, please email: sales@beanfield.com

Choose how to interact with your keys 
with tactile hard keys, touch screen  
soft keys, or both.

Organize and see more contacts, 
lines, features, or speed dials all  
on a single page.

Key Features

Work from anywhere - simple, portable, 
plug-and-play operation.

Support for Hoot-n-Holler, TV/Radio 
audio, ARDs, MRDs,and more with  
no dedicated hardware.

Customizable with up to two additional 
key modules, twohandsets, and  
up to 16 programmable speakers.




